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this is intended to be informational only -eileen feldmann, matlacha isles, Marsh Grass Citizen 
  

From: Laajr 
To: DIST1@leegov.com, DIST2@leegov.com, DIST3@leegov.com, DIST4@leegov.com, 
DIST5@leegov.com, Bonnie.Hazleton@dep.state.fl.us 
CC: PICAPIEXE, pineisland@breezenewspapers.com, coolcherokee@comcast.net, Laajr 
Sent: 10/18/2009 1:08:36 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time 
Subj: Sponges last year , this year the oysters beds 
  
October 18, 2009 
  
Leo Amos 
2879 Janet Street 
Matlacha Fl. 
  
  
Subject:Sponges last year , this year the oysters beds 
  
I found it interesting that the former Mayor of Cape Coral extolled the virtues of the DEP and 
the City of Cape Coral working together to find a solution to the taking out of the boat lift on the 
North Spreader system in Cape Coral. 
  
Last year the sponges died and filled our canals with a massive kill. This year  at extreme low 
tide it became apparent that all the oysters have died in the canal and the only thing that is left 
is the massive black crap stuck to what was once a live oyster areas. There was no oyster 
growth this past year. 
  
There used to be mangrove snappers so thick in this  canal you couldn't begin to count them 
all and now there are none. 
  
I feel the answer to why three are no mangrove snapper is because  there are no oysters. and 
no food being produced to sustain them. 
  
The Secretary of  the DEP should be replaced by someone that can handle the job because 
honestly it really appears that the he can't seem to understand the problems associated with 
the actions of the DEP in making decisions, that do nothing but create problems with no 
serious solutions. The do nothing until the Cape expands before the sewers are put in place is 
a joke. Not replacing the lift to keep the tides from washing into Cape Coral canals is a joke, 
  
I have included pictures. 
  
  
  
Sincerely 
  
Leo Amos 
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